In this paper we present a new way of semi-supervised representation learning. The algorithm is based on assigning class probabilities to unlabeled data. The approach will use Hilber-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) to find a mapping which takes the data to a lower dimensional space. We call this algorithm SSRL-PL. Use of unlabeled data for learning is not always beneficial and there is no algorithm which deterministically guarantee the improvement of the performance by using unlabeled data. Therefore, we also propose a bound on the performance of the algorithm which can be used to determine the effectiveness of using the structure of unlabeled data in the algorithm. Preliminary work. Under review.
Introduction
As the amount of data grows rapidly, the process of extracting meaningful information becomes more and more challenging. Among these challenges, having no access to the data categories is very crucial. In real world, the amount of labeled data compared to unlabeled data is almost negligible. On the other hand, determining data categories, or acquiring labels, is expensive for many reasons, e.g. it is extremely time-consuming for large data sets and usually needs human supervision.
Semi-Supervised learning is the area of utilizing unlabeled data combined with, usually very smaller set of, labeled data to gain better learning representation or accuracy. There are wide range of applications for semi-supervised learning including, but not limited to, text classification [1, 15] , genetics and medical research [4, 21] , and object detection [17] .
Related Works
Many algorithms designed for semi-supervised learning which can relate to the present work.
Graph-based algorithms like [7, 25, 26] , are trying to convey the labels to the unlabeled data over the edges of graph. Label propagation has been tried in many other articles including [22] which has the similar assumption in locally linear embedding (LLE) [18] in an sparse neighborhood, and also [23] , which tries to propagate the labels over pairs of data points.
There are other classes of the algorithms for semi-supervised learning. For example, algorithms based generative models which try to estimate the underlying distribution of data using the structure of unlabeled samples and additional information from labeled samples. Authors in [14, 19, 20] used this approach. Transductive support vector machines (TSVM) is another class of algorithms, used by [9] , in which the goal is to maximize the margin for both unlabeled and labeled points.
However, an important point in semi-supervised learning is that there exist no guarantee that the use of unlabeled data structure will help us to achieve the learning goal. In an excellent work by Cozman et. al [10] , the important question "Do Unlabeled Data Improve or Degrade Classification Performance?" was addressed and it was shown that, not only unlabeled data can be useless in learning new representation, but also it can degrade the performance of the algorithm in many cases. To reduce the likelihood of having destructive unlabeled samples there is a set of assumptions about the structure of the underlying distribution of data, including smoothness assumption, clustering assumption, and manifold assumption, that researchers usually make one of them.
A comprehensive survey on other semi-supervised techniques can be found in [8, 24] , on their prior works.
Contribution
The method that proposed in this paper is based on assigning probability to each individual data points. A graph interpretation of the algorithm is presented as we go through the steps of derivation of the final objective of the algorithm. Based on the assigned probabilities to the data points we derive a mapping for the data set. The mapped data points are intended to have maximum similarity with these probability assignments according to the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC). The solution of the optimization problem will be obtained by solving an eigenvalues problem. The HSIC was also used in [5] as the objective function for a dimensionality reduction algorithm. In a recent work [3] , the effectiveness of that algorithm was proved.
We will also derive the kernelized version of the algorithm which can be very helpful when the linear transformation does not provide a good representation of data in the target space. Then the results of applying the algorithm on real and synthetic data sets will be presented.
It is always useful for a semi-supervised algorithm to know the effect of utilizing the structure of unlabeled data in obtaining the final representation. So, we present a bound on the performance of the algorithm when a hard decision making is performed on the label probabilities of unlabeled data points. This bound shows the maximum deviation of the objective function value from its optimal value, when we know the label all points in our data set.
Background: Hilber-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC)
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) is a very useful tool in statistics to measure the dependence between two distributions [12] . An interesting property of HSIC is that its finite sample bias of empirical estimation converges to the population estimate at rate O(1/m), where m is the sample size. 
where µ x and µ y are mean of φ(x) and ψ(y), respectively and ⊗ is the tensor product. . HS is also the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
The following theorem by [12] shows the relation between HSIC and independence of x and y, when (x, y) is drawn from p xy . The above theorem shows capability of HSIC in detecting independence between two distributions.
Empirical HSIC The empirical HSIC was also defined in [12] to show that HSIC is in fact a practical criterion. The following definition presents the empirical estimation of HSIC when we have only m samples.
, (x 2 , y 2 ), ..., (x m , y m ) ⊆ X × Y be a series of m independent observation drawn from p xy . An estimation of HSIC is given by:
where K and L are matrices containing the evaluation of the reproducing kernel of F and G respectively, and H m is the centering matrix of size m, H m = I − 1 m 11 t .
3 Algorithm SSRL-PL Let X be a unit ball in d-dimensional space and X contain n observation from X in form of a d × n matrix, i.e. X = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] where each x i ∈ R d is a column vector. According to this definition,
Suppose from n samples, l of them have labels and the rest u = n − l are unlabeled. Let d×l matrix X L and d×u matrix X U contain the set of labeled and unlabeld samples, respectively. Without loss of generality assume X is ordered such that the first l samples are labeled, i.e. X = [X L , X U ].
Suppose there are also C classes of data points {1, 2, ..., C}. Variable y i denotes the label of data point x i in X L which indicate the class that x i belongs to. For data points x j in X U , y j is unknown.
The goal of our algorithm is to build a representation of the data in a pdimensional space by finding a mapping in form of a d × p matrix, which we denote it by V . Note that d ≫ p. Let z i be the low dimensional representation of data point x i . Then:
where V t is the transposed of mapping matrix V . According to (3) we can obtain the matrix Z which contains the low dimensional data points as follows:
Considering the data set as a graph with n nodes, in the next two subsections, we try to characterize the edges of this graph. First, the edges between only labeled nodes and then the edges between unlabeled points and the rests of the graph.
Labeled Data: For the labeled data, we try to find a mapping that maximizes the similarity between low dimensional data points and the labels based on HSIC measure. This is similar to the supervised principal component analysis (SPCA) introduces in [5] . So, we will have the following objective:
where K L is a kernel over labels. A kernel commonly used for labels is the delta kernel. Entries of a delta kernel matrix have the following property:
k Lij = 1 if x i and x j are in the same class 0 otherwise (6) Delta kernel can be interpreted as the adjacency matrix of a graph whose nodes are labeled data points. Regardless of the relative position of the nodes in this graph, there is an edge between two nodes if they have the same label. All points have also a self-loop. We will use this kernel for labels throughout this paper.
Getting back to the objective function in (5), if we do not impose any constraint on V , the function can be unbound. A good choice for the constraint which also guarantees the orthonormality of the basis of the low dimensional space is V t V = I, where I is the identity matrix. By adding this constraint and also re-arranging the matrices inside the trace, we will have:
K L is an l × l matrix with 0 and 1 entries. Based on the ordering we defined (first l points are labeled), we can use X instead of X L in (7) and substitute K L with another matrix K N which is all zeros except the first l × l block which is equal to K L . Then (7) is equivalent to the following:
Given Q = XH n K N H n X t , the solution to the above problem is known to be the eigenvectors corresponding to the p largest eigenvalues of matrix Q.
Unlabeled Data: For the unlabeled data, the goal is to find a mapping that, in low dimensional space, keeps high similarity between unlabeled data points and their neighbors. In fact, neighborhood is only defined for unlabeled data points here. Specifically, we want the unlabeled points to have high similarity with their labeled neighbors in the low dimensional space. This is a rational decision, since in semi-supervised learning a common assumption is that close points in original space are more likely to share similar labels. The metric that is used here to measure the distance between data points in d-dimensional space and determining neighbors is Euclidean distance. For each unlabeled data point we take into account k nearest labeled point and connect the unlabeled point to its labeled neighbors of class c by a weighted edge whose weight is proportional to the portion of points of class c in the k nearest neighbors.
If unlabeled data point x i and data point x j are neighbors in d-dimensional space, then z i and z j should have high similarity. For now, suppose the similarity measure in p-dimensional space is the dot product between centered points, i.e.:
wherez i is the centered version of z i and 0 ≤ w ij ≤ 1 determines the neighborhood between x i and x j . Note that if both of these points are labeled then w ij = 0, since we have already taken care of labeled points in K N .
We define an n × n matrix W whose entries are w ij 's. Again, based on our definitions, the first l × l block of this matrix is all zeros. Maximization in (9) can be in the following matrix form:
So, we can also write this objective function similar to (5) by multiplying the trace function to the normalization factor 1/(n − 1) 2 .
Combining (8) and (11), we should find mapping V such that the following objective is maximized.
The inner matrix K N + W , is the matrix we are looking for. The elements in K N as stated above, define the edge of the corresponding graph globally, i.e. the local position of the labeled nodes does not have effect on the edge between them. To be consistent with this global structure of the graph, we extend the edges defined in W , i.e. if unlabeled node x i is connected to the labeled node x j with an edge of weight w ij , we also connect x i to all labeled nodes from the same class as x j by edges of weight w ij . Unlabeled nodes are connected to each other based on their similarity in their connections to the labeled nodes. For example, if two unlabeled nodes are connected to the nodes from class c with large weights, then these two nodes should be connected to each other by an edge. The weight of this edge also depends on the other connections these two nodes have. So, the structure of the graph remains global, but connection between unlabeled data points and the rest of the graph is determined based on their local positions.
To capture these properties, we define C-dimensional vector labels for each data point. For the data point x i , the label vector is denoted by y i . If x i , is labeled then y i is an all zero vector except in position y i , which gets value 1 and it determines the class of x i . If x i is unlabeled then c th element of y i , which we denote it by y c i is the probability that x i belongs to class c, and of course C c=1 y c i = 1. To assign the label probabilities, we look at the k nearest labeled neighbors of the unlabeled points. Then:
Since nearby unlabeled points are sharing similar labeled points, they are more likely to have similar probability vectors as well.
According to the above explanation,
A graph with adjacency matrix of Y Y t will satisfy all the conditions we wanted for K N + W . Based on the ordering we defined for the data points, the first l rows of Y will be corresponding the labeled points and the rest rows will be corresponding to the unlabeled data. So, the first l × l block of Y Y t will construct the delta kernel matrix K L and the rest will construct the matrix W .
Based on the above descriptions, the objective function in (14) , is equal to:
This is the objective we use to find the d × p mapping matrix V . Similar to (8) , the column of the mapping matrix are the eigenvectors corresponding to the top p eigenvalues of Q = XH n Y Y t H n X t .
Test Data: It is always important to see how a proposed algorithm is applied on the test data. Actually the data that was not used in the process of learning. In our case this is done very easily. Assume V is found based on the above algorithm. Suppose X ts is a d × n ts matrix which contains n ts test samples in form of column vectors. Then the low dimensional representation of X ts is:
Kernel Version
In many applications, a linear transformation is not capable of yielding a good representation of the data in the new space. Kernel trick is usually a useful method in these situations, by which, we first implicitly take the data points to a high dimensional RKHS using a non-linear function and then find the low dimensional representation based on the similarity of points in this new space. The above algorithm can be kernelized as well.
Based on the representer theorem, the matrix V which we find from (14) can be constructed by a linear combination of functions of data points in the Hilber space. Let φ be the transformation. Then V = φ(X)β. Lets plug this in (14) .
By replacing the reproducing kernel K X = φ(X) t φ(X) in the new objective, we will have:
Where β is a n × p matrix. Again, suppose Q = K X H n Y Y t H n K X . Solution to the (17) which determines β is the eigenvectors corresponding to the top p eigenvalues of the generalized eigenvalue problem: Qβ = λK X β. The low dimensional representation of the data is obtained by: Z = β t K X . A popular kernel, which also works very well in our case, is the Gaussian kernel. The Gaussian kernel with parameter σ for two data points x i and x j is:
For the test data we should first compute the kernel similarity between test samples and the training samples. Suppose the entries of the n × n ts matrix K ts stores the similarities between each pair of training and test data points. Then low dimensional test data is: Z ts = β t K ts .
Experiment Results
In this section the evaluation of applying the above algorithm on different synthetic and real data sets is presented.
Toy Example
First,to demonstrate the capabilities of the SSRL-PL algorithm, we apply it on a toy data set.
Two Moons data set is a well-known set usually used to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm on small set of points. The data set have 200 samples in two almost balanced classes. Here in Fig. 1 , the results of applying the SSRL-PL algorithm on the data set is demonstrated, for both kernelized and non-kernelized versions. Number of labeled points in each class is 4, i.e. 0.04 of all points. As it can be easily seen, the algorithm is able to identify the correct label based the label probability assignments. In the kernelized version the new representation also provides the ability to classify the points using a linear discriminant. The parameter of the kernel for each K is obtained by leave-one-out cross-validation.
Real world data set
Now, we try a more challenging real data set. USPS hand-written digit data set consists of 11000 data points in 10 classes. The classes are balanced and each of them has 1100 images of size 16 × 16 from hand-written digits 0 to 9. So, the dimensionality of samples is 256. In this experiments we randomly chose 2000 samples from them and divided it to labeled and unlabeled sets. In fact, 10% of data is labeled. Figure 2 shows the result of applying kernelized SSRL-PL, with Gaussian kernel, on the data set. The data is mapped into a 3-dimensional space.
(a) 
Benchmark data sets
In [8] a multiple benchmarks for the task of semi-supervised learning have been introduced for a fair comparison between algorithms. Data sets can be accessed publicly at http://olivier.chapelle.cc/ssl-book/benchmarks.html. The sets we have used among them are g241c, g241d, and BCI. g241c and g241d both have 1500 data points and 241 dimensions, while BCI has 400 points and 117 dimensions. For each data set, 12 different splits exist which divide the data into labeled and unlabeled sets. Number of labeled points based on these splits can be either 10 or 100. Therefore the average error rate can be easily reported on these benchmarks. Table below shows the results of applying SSRL-PL on these data sets, according to the provided splits. For comparison, the results of some other algorithms are also brought in the table. These algorithms are LapSVM [6] , LapSVMp [13] , and Semi-KSC [2] . The first column of the table which titled by l, indicates the number of labeled points in the set. 
Bound on the Performance of SSRL-PL algorithm
In this section we derive a bound on the performance of the algorithm. The bound is dependent on the way we assign the probabilities to the unlabeled data points. Of course, there are situations in which the distribution of the observed unlabeled data points in the space can make them useless, and sometimes harmful, in deriving the final mapping, using the described algorithm. However, this can happen for any semi-supervised algorithm.
Suppose X is the data matrix which contains n data points. Before we proceed to derive the bound we need to present some preliminaries. Consider the objective in (14) . We define the following function:
Let V † be the solution to (14) when there is l labeled points and u = n − l unlabeled data point in the data set. Assume Y p denotes the label matrix which contain the label vectors in this situation. So:
Now, consider another situation in which we know labels of all the points in X. So the entries of the label matrix will be completely deterministic (0 and 1) and the problem will turn to a completely supervised problem (just like the SPCA). Lets denote by Y n , the label matrix in this scenario. Suppose V * is the optimal mapping for this problem. So:
Note that in both of these situations the data matrix X is the same.
Our goal is to bound the following expression:
In fact, we want to see how much deviation exist between the mapping by V * and the mapping by V † . Since f X (V, Y ) is a measure of similarity between the labels and the low dimensional data points, the bound in (22) shows the extend to which the low dimensional representation of the data by V † is similar to the real labels of the data points. Note that since V * is optimal solution for f X (V, Y n ), the quantity in (22) is always non-negative. Lemma 1. Suppose X is a d × n matrix of data points and Y is a n × C matrix of labels. Based on the definition in (19) 
where . F is the Frobenius norm of matrix.x d×1 andȳ 1×C are average of data points and label vectors, respectively, and XY d×C is a matrix whose columns are the weighted average of data points, where weights are columns of Y .
Proof. It is known that: tr(AA t ) = A F . We denote the i th column of Y by y i .
Based on the above lemma, we can conclude that:
So:
Since we have bounded V by the constraint V t V = I, the values of f X (V, Y ), and subsequently f X (V, Y ), are also bounded. So, instead of bounding (22), we can bound the square root of the functions, i.e.:
We do this to be able to use the properties of the Frobenius norm ( . F is a norm, . 2 F is not). Lets assume that in the process of the described algorithm, we are considering only one nearest labeled neighbor point for each unlabeled point. Therefore, the u bottom rows of the matrix Y p will also have only 0 and 1.
Obtaining the final result for (26) , needs bounding both Ȳ n −Ȳ p 2 and XY n − XY p F . In [11, 16] , a bound on the performance of 1-NN was proposed which can be very helpful for our analysis. Given the underlying class-conditional distribution function is Lipschitz, the probability of error of 1-NN classifier which uses m points as the training is:
where P * e is the error of Bayesian classifier, C is the number of classes, and δ is a penalty factor as a function of number of training points which vanishes as m → ∞. Now, we can bound our desired expressions.
Lets denote by e i the difference between the real label vector and the assigned label vector of point x i . e i = y ni − y p i (28)
For the labeled points e i is an all zero vector, for the unlabeled points, if an error happens, the length of e i is √ 2. So:
Let E = Y n − Y p and e c be its c th column. Let also ne c be the number of errors for class c. Note that whether a point in class c misclassified as another class or a point in another class misclassfied as c, ne c increases by one. The bound for XY n − XY p F is then the following:
Now we are able to obtain the final result as the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose X is a unit ball in R d . For n samples drawn iid, according to some probability measure, from X , where the label of only l of them is known and the rest u points are unlabeled, the mapping learned by SSRL-PL algorithm cause at most the following deviation from the mapping that maximizes the HSIC similarity measure between data points and all their revealed real labels.
where P * e is the error of Bayesian classifier.
Proof. Suppose ǫ 1 = XY n − XY p and ǫ 2 =Ȳ n −Ȳ p . According to (26) :
where inequality (a) comes from triangle inequality, (b) from the fact that V † is the maximizer of the V t (XY p −XȲ p ) F , (c) from norm properties, and also the fact that orthonormal transformation does not increase the vector length, (d) from (28) and (29), and finally (e) from (27).
Conclusion
We proposed a new algorithm for learning a representation of data when the label information is available for a small portion of data set. The algorithm tries to maximize the similarity between the new representation of data and label set, where the label set for unlabeled data is assigned probabilistically and the similarity measure is HSIC. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was evaluated on different data sets. We also derived a bound for the proposed algorithm which can be helpful to see if the presence of unlabeled data is constructive or destructive. In [3] , a generalization bound was derived for the algorithm which uses n labeled data points and finds the representation of data that maximizes the similarity with labels based on HSIC measure. Together with our bound, one can easily obtain the generalization bound for SSRL-PL.
